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Future Plans
Leading the way on staff development
Greater investment in staff professional development
is a central tenet of our new Strategic Plan. We want
to maximise our staff’s professional learning, both at
a personal level and in terms of the School’s goals.
A significant aim of our new Plan is to establish a
Professional Development Centre at NGS that can offer
teacher professional development courses, not only to
our staff, but to the teaching community more broadly.

The School’s new three-year Strategic Plan has been

launched during a series of meetings, where parents

In coming years, we will begin work to establish this

future NGS facilities.

other teachers can join us to learn about key areas.

Three Strategic and Master Planning sessions were

our students, but for the dedicated staff who will be

were also invited to have their say on planning for

held at Hill and Park campuses, giving parents the

Centre and to gain accreditation for courses, so that
We want to be a learning community, not just for
teaching them.

opportunity to meet with Board Members, senior
staff and representatives from architecture firm
SHAC, to discuss future plans.

Pathways to the future

Head of School Mrs Erica Thomas said the Strategic

We want to tailor pathways for our students, both

Plan outlines a vision to further develop the School
as a thriving learning community.

The Master Plan will establish what facilities need

to be developed over the next 15 years to meet the
needs of future students.

Parents at the meetings had the opportunity to

provide their perspective on any issues that needed
addressing, as well as opportunities for further
development at each campus.

Mrs Thomas said the parents’ views and suggestions
were collated and provided to the architects. In

addition, we also asked students what they wanted.
“It’s an exciting time for NGS, not only with our

new Strategic Plan being put into action, but with
the Master Plan being developed to ready us for

the future. It has been hugely valuable to hear the
views of our community, so that we can ensure

our future planning meets the needs of the entire
School community.”
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through the traditional route of ATAR-based university
entry and through many alternative avenues to
further study and work that are now available.
We will ensure the transitions into life beyond
secondary school are well articulated, and take into
account individual student’s aspirations.
Fostering our relationships with the local community
is central to these strategies.
Our vision is that NGS is an integral part of
Newcastle life and has outstanding relationships with
universities, businesses, parents and Alumni.
This is a forward-looking Plan as we embark on the
next stage in our School’s development as a learning
community.

Mrs Erica Thomas
Head of School

To view the Strategic Plan go to

www.ngs.nsw.edu.au/uploads/files/news-pdf5c91a6f707f7d.pdf#news
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Failure, struggle and ‘wobble’ –
all part of learning and growing up
www.ngs.nsw.edu.au/news-and-publications#blog
There have been a few articles about “Snowplough” parenting after the
College bribery scandal in the USA where 50 people were charged with
fraud relating to College admission. To be an advocate for your child, rather
than a rescuer is a fine balance. Given the number of issues and problems
a child faces on their journey to adulthood, it is not surprising that the line
sometimes is blurred. But are we creating a generation of young people who
have so little experience of failure that we are not setting them up for success
as adults? As the New York Times article states:
“Learning to solve problems, take risks and overcome frustration are crucial
life skills, many child development experts say, and if parents don’t let their
children encounter failure, the children don’t acquire them. When a 3-yearold drops a dish and breaks it, she’s probably going to try not to drop it the
next time. When a 20-year-old sleeps through a test, he’s probably not going
to forget to set his alarm again”
It is through facing and overcoming adversity, supported but not rescued by
caring parents and teachers, that our students will develop the resilience
they will rely on in adulthood. They need this to tackle the challenges they
will encounter with the confidence and perseverance that leads to success.
At School, students, on a daily basis, have opportunities to succeed
and fail. When a student offers an idea in a class they risk being right
or wrong. Teachers want students to be vocal and participate in
class discussions and activities to test their ideas and get feedback in
a supportive environment. In another way, it is far better to hear a
student say that they will work harder and find strategies to improve
– than complain they are in a Maths group or class they don’t like.
As Mr Parsons our Deputy Head always says to his Maths students“I want you to struggle this year.” Or as another Deputy Head in the
SMH article says “when you were teaching them to ride a bike, they
wobbled. Let them wobble”.
Sport is one obvious area where young people get to fail and learn
to lose graciously. Not making the team or being selected in a team
without close friends are ideal learning opportunities. This happens
across a range of co-curricular areas, outdoor education experiences
and social interactions.
There are times when your heart breaks for your child and the situation
they have found themselves in. It takes strong parenting not to rush
to save the day. To wobble, struggle and sometimes fail are all part of
life’s tapestry and learning to manage these moments sets students up
for success.
Mrs Erica Thomas
Head of School
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References:
www.nytimes.com/2019/03/16/style/snowplow-parenting-scandal.html
www.smh.com.au/education/profoundly-dangerous-a-generation-at-risk-from-concierge-parents-20190322-p516q0.html

A Strengths-Based
Approach
The notion of supporting rather than rescuing
our children may be challenging for parents but
it is vital if we believe in the human capacity to
grow.
One way that Newcastle Grammar School
encourages growth in all its students is by
adopting a strengths-based approach and
placing wellbeing firmly at the heart of
everything we do. Indeed, we appreciate the
important roles we play in enhancing wellbeing
and offering opportunities for students to learn
the skills and mindsets to flourish.
At Newcastle Grammar School we believe
character strengths are the Pathway to PERMA
and when young people inevitably, “wobble,
struggle and fail” we access the language of
strengths to coach them towards overcoming
their obstacle. Character Strengths are the
positive qualities that come naturally to us such
as hope, love and fairness that impact the way
we think, feel and behave in all aspects life. The
24 character strengths are central to the field of
positive psychology and provide the foundation
for positive education.
Depending on the context, students may need
to harness perseverance or self-regulation,
cultivate curiosity or creativity, deploy kindness
or gratitude, or exercise bravery or forgiveness.
Everyone embodies all 24 strengths and may
need to dial them up or down depending on
the context.
A strengths-based approach, which is grounded
in the positive psychology principles of resilience
and optimism is one way that we can support
our young people through their “wobbles,
struggles and failures” and encourage them to
be the best they can be and flourish.
Ms Marnie Thomas
Head of Positive Education

7.
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Positive Education
and Visible Wellbeing School

Professor Martin Seligman, the founder of positive
psychology reflects after asking thousands of parents
the question, “What do you want for your children?”
that the most common responses are confidence,
kindness, love, meaning, contentment, fulfillment
and happiness. (Seligman, 2011). They respond with
the language of wellbeing. With this being the case,
schools have a very important role to play in enhancing
the wellbeing of all students.
The relationship between positive psychology, the
science of wellbeing, and education has been given
the name positive education (Seligman et al, 2009).
Positive education combines best practice teaching
and learning with learning the skills and mindsets to
flourish. (Seligman, 2011). It is about feeling good,
doing good and functioning well (Huppert & Johnson,
2010). Research reveals there is an inextricable link
between wellbeing and academic achievement and
that success does not create happiness. Indeed, it is
the other way around. (Lyubomirsky, King, & Diener,
2005).
At their heart, schools facilitate growth. The journey
from Preschool to Year 12 is filled with opportunities
for transformation, reflection and learning; not only
academic learning but learning how to flourish.
Learning how to flourish must start early and be taken
seriously as the goal of education.
In addition to focusing on wellbeing for its own sake
there are many reasons why wellbeing should be firmly
placed at the heart of the educational experience
including providing an antidote to the increasing
incidence of depression across Australia, a way to
increase life satisfaction, and a pathway to deeper
thinking and creativity (Seligman, 2011). Furthermore,
student wellbeing has become a focus of international
education policy for global organisations such as the
World Health Organisation (WHO), the United Nations
Children’s Fund (UNICEF), and the United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation
(UNESCO). Teaching young people how they can be
the best they can be must be deliberately chosen
by schools as the lens through which they see the
educational experience.
Positive education offers students the opportunity to
develop the skills and mindsets to flourish. Some of
the principles, theories and practices that underpin
positive education include resilience, optimism, flow,
self-determination, hope, gratitude, mindfulness,
deliberate practice, grit, micro moments of positivity
and above all strengths. A strengths-based approach
which focuses on the twenty-four measurable
character strengths (VIA) (Seligman and Peterson,
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Marnie Thomas with Professor Lea Waters
2004), offers one “Pathway to PERMA” (Newcastle
Grammar School). PERMA stands for positive
emotions, engagement, relationships, meaning and
accomplishment and are Professor Martin Seligman’s
building blocks of wellbeing (Seligman, 2018).
Positive education principles must permeate school
wide culture, teaching practice and pedagogy across
all year groups. One way that positive education can
be infused into school wide culture is through the
Visible Wellbeing approach (Waters, 2017). Designed
by internationally acclaimed psychologist, author,
researcher and speaker Professor Lea Waters, Visible
Wellbeing combines the science of wellbeing with the
science of learning to achieve the three key goals of:
•
Helping students and staff to more clearly
see their own and other’s wellbeing using Visible
Wellbeing practices.
•
Helping students and staff more
systematically build wellbeing using the SEARCH
framework.
•
Facilitating learning through the Visible
wellbeing classroom process.
Visible Wellbeing aims to cultivate a culture of
wellbeing across the entire school and help everyone,
both students and staff to thrive. The program also
includes a parent evening. This relationship between
home and school is imperative and allows the
language of wellbeing to permeate throughout the
entire community so that everyone can learn the skills
to flourish.
Professor Lea Waters is the President of the
International Positive Psychology Association (IPPA),
serves on the World Happiness Council’s Council of
Happiness & Education, is a Positive Education Schools
Association (PESA) Ambassador and is the founding
Director of the Centre for Positive Psychology at the
University of Melbourne, where she’s worked for
more than 20 years. Newcastle Grammar School looks
forward to its ongoing partnerships with Professor
Waters and Visible Wellbeing.
Ms Marnie Thomas
Head of Positive Education

References to the article on page 34.
Huppert, F. A., & Johnson, D. M. (2010) A controlled trial of mindfulness training in schools: The importance of practice for an impact on wellbeing. The journal of positive
psychology, 5(4), 264-274. doi: 10. 1080/17439761003794148
Lyubomirsky, S., King, L., & Diener, E. (2005). The benefits of frequent positive affect: does happiness lead to success? Psychological Bulletin, 131(6), 803-855. doi:
10.1037/0033-2909.131.6.803.
Peterson, C., & Seligman, M. E. P. (2004). Character strengths and virtues: A handbook and classification. New York, US: Oxford University Press and Washington, DC:
American Psychological Association.
Seligman, M. E. P., Ernst, R. M., Gillham, J., Reivich, K., & Linkins, M. (2009). Positive education: Positive psychology and classroom interventions. Oxford Review of
Education, 35(3), 293-311. doi: 10. 1080/03054980902934563
Seligman, M. E. P. (2011). Flourish: A visionary new understanding of happiness and well-being. New York, NY, US: Free Press.
Seligman, M, E, P. (2018). PERMA and the building blocks of well-being. The Journal of Positive Psychology, 13:4, 333-335, doi: 10. 1080/17439760.2018.1437466
Waters, L. (2017). Progressing positive education and promoting visible well-being in schools. In S.D. Meg Warren (Ed)., Scientific Advances in Positive Psychology. Santa
Barbara: California: Praeger
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Ambitious
				 Research Projects
New HSC courses see NGS students
embark on ambitious research projects

Breast Cancer
Screening

Researching the genetics of cancer or the properties
of auxetic materials are not projects that would
usually be associated with School students.
But they are among the projects being undertaken
by five NGS students enrolled in the new Science
Extension HSC course this year.
The Australia-first course was introduced by the
NSW Education Standards Authority (NESA) to
better prepare high-achieving students for university
and careers in STEM.

Jackson McRory: Triple negative breast
cancer gene expression differences

The students, who are supported by high-level
mentors, outlined their inspiring projects at a
Symposium in February.

Jackson is hoping his research project into triple

negative breast cancer could be a small step towards
more effective, personalised medicine.

He says 20% of all breast cancers are triple negative,

and don’t respond to traditional hormone treatments

used in other types of breast cancer. Life expectancy
is 12 months from diagnosis.

With the support of mentor Laureate Professor
-

Rodney Scott, a leading genetic researcher from

Hunter Medical Research Institute, Jackson is
researching genetic differences in women who
have triple negative breast cancer that is isolated
to the breast, and those in whom the cancer has
metastasised, or spread to other areas of the body.

1.

He is undertaking a statistical analysis of data from

tumour cells, lymph nodes and adjacent cells, to look
at differences in gene expression.

“We hope to look at which genes are potentially most

likely for recurrence and what is associated with low
recurrence rates,” he says. “It could be a step towards

more personalised medicine – how to make more
effective radiotherapy and chemotherapy or other
treatments.”

9.
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DIPG

Chloe Banks, Diffuse Intrinsic Pontine
Glioma (DIPG)

Beehives
Lachlan Harbury, Beehives for a modern
world
Traditionally, bees were kept in wooden hives, but

over the past 20 years there’s been a shift to using
high density polystyrene hives, which manufacturers
claim are better for maintaining a hive temperature
that is best for the bees.
Lachlan

says

those

childhood cancer called Diffuse Intrinsic Pontine

Glioma (DIPG). However, the tumour, located in the
middle of the brain stem, is notoriously difficult to

treat via either surgery or standard cancer therapies
like radiotherapy and chemotherapy”, says Chloe.

“The median survival time from diagnosis is just

nine months, and the five-year survival rate is less
claims

have

never

been

scientifically tested – and that’s what he plans to do.

With the guidance of mentor, Technology teacher and

keen apiarist Chris Wyatt, Lachlan is investigating
whether timber or polystyrene beehives are more
effective at regulating the internal temperature at

32–37°C – the ideal temperature for bee brood – and
why.

Using beehives located on the Hill Campus rooftop,

he is measuring the temperature and weight of

beehives (a measure of hive health) over a period
of time.

Answering this question could give bees – which are

responsible for up to 40% of the world’s food – an
advantage over elements like climate change, he
says.

“Implications of the project include finding a definite

answer to many claims, an increase in yields, an
increase in resilience to pests and disease and
an increase in bees’ ability to withstand climate
change.”

“Not many people are familiar with a form of

than 1%”.

“For 50 years, there’s been no forward movement in
treatment”, she says.

Chloe, who survived leukaemia as a young child, is
determined to change that.

“I’m now at a point in my journey where I can focus
on helping other people,” she says.

She is collaborating with cancer scientist Dr Matt

Dun from the University of Newcastle to gain a better
understanding of the biology of genetic mutations
known as H3 mutations in DIPG brain stem tumours.

Chloe is also working with university researchers on

human tissue studies into the biological structure of
H3K27M mutations, investigating how that affects
the growth of cancer cells and how the proliferation
might be halted.

“The findings could open the door to improved
treatments, and ultimately, to better survival rates”,
says Chloe.

“There is a hole in the research area for this specific
question.”
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Applying
Scientific
Research
Science teacher Ms Lynne Walker says the new
Science Extension course is focused on authentic
application of scientific research and skills.

Natural
Surfboard
Nicholas McGrath – Is a natural surfboard
wax better for the environment?
While surfers may be at one with the ocean, the wax

“Ultimately the students’ research projects might

be published, helping to fill gaps in scientific
knowledge”, she says.

The course also covers content such as analysing
historic

and

cultural

observations;

analysing

significant scientific research and considering ethical
frameworks and philosophical arguments.

on their surfboards might not be.

In a video address to the symposium, Mr Kerry

That’s the dilemma Nicholas is tackling in his research

congratulated the five students.

are more ecofriendly than traditional synthetic wax.

“We desperately need bold and brave young people

resources but pollution is a major threat to the ocean

Let me say bravo to you for doing this,” he said.

project looking at whether natural surfboard waxes
“Oceans are among the earth’s most valuable natural
ecosystem,” he says. “Surfboard wax is one of those
ocean pollutants”.

Sheehan, NESA Curriculum Inspector, Science,

who are ready to take on the challenges facing us.

https://www.facebook.com/
watch/?v=2235880693327417

“Wax breaks off (the board) and enters the ocean
and could have adverse impacts on the ecosystem. If

it could break down, potentially that impact would
be reduced”.

His research, supported by mentor Professor Scott

Donne from the School of Environmental and Life
Sciences at the University of Newcastle, will firstly
determine the composition of natural and synthetic

waxes. Secondly, he will test whether natural waxes
(such as bees wax) break down more readily in the
ocean compared to synthetic waxes.
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Search for the
Next Tech Girl Superhero
In this signature programme of the
Tech Girls Movement, girls from 7-17 years in Australia
and New Zealand form a team and enter the competition.
They are then matched with a female tech mentor who meets
weekly with them for 12 weeks. Teams identify a problem in
their local community to solve, then research and document a
solution in a business plan, build a working app prototype and
pitch it in a public video. These girls are are in week 7 of the 12
week competition and they have chosen to focus on the issue of
unsustainable palm oil in food and the destruction of orangutan
habitat. They are learning how to create a business plan, working
with an online app development programme and collaborating
with their mentor from RDA Hunter, Sarah Kane.
The girls hope their app will enable everyone
to do their part in protecting this
beautiful habitat and the threatened
orangutan populations.

Good luck Hunter Rowntree, Megan Galettis and Jada Doyle

12.

Friendships

in Primary School

Parents of Primary School students were given some
practical tips on the often fraught topic of how to
help their children develop vital friendship skills, at a
seminar held by NGS earlier this year.

How parents can help their
children learn friendships skills

The Friendships in the Primary Years seminar, presented
by counsellor and psychotherapist Georgina Manning
from Wellbeing for Kids, covered the many benefits of
friendships and important friendship and social skills,
as well as managing conflict.
Mrs Fiona Walker, said friendships were a vital aspect
of student wellbeing and formed a large part of
student happiness at school.
The seminar was aimed at informing parents and
helping them to feel confident to support their child in
making and keeping friends.
“Friendships are an important means of developing
a sense of belonging and connectedness. They allow
us to gain many life skills, such as communicating,
self-management, sharing, conflict resolution and
empathizing, to name a few,” Mrs Walker said.
“In addition, friendships assist in developing character
strengths necessary for flourishing, like humility,

At home:
•

Ensure lots of time for informal play at
home – don’t overschedule.

•

Supervise play but don’t take over
or micromanage – kids need lots of
opportunities to sort things out themselves

•

Coach children to deal with conflicts – try
not to take over

kindness, fairness, forgiveness, honesty, gratitude,
social intelligence, teamwork and humour.”
The session stressed the importance of parents
“coaching” children through problems and allowing
them to develop their own problem-solving skills in
order to build a true sense of independence, selfefficacy and resilience.
Mrs Walker said it aligned with the NGS Freedom to
Flourish Wellbeing Programme.

Bigger picture:
•

Reassure that conflict is common and
normal in life and can happen from
time to time (it’s how we deal with it that
matters!)

•

Keep calm, role model calm behaviour

•

When things go wrong or difficult: View it
as a great ‘teachable moment’.

The seminar attracted a lot of positive feedback
from parents, who took away practical and relevant
strategies. An additional seminar was held the
following day to emphasise the importance of
parents taking care of their own wellbeing in order to
practise and model calm approaches when managing

13.

challenges.

Source @Wellbeing for Kids www.wellbeingforkids.com.au

BOOK NOOK at Park Campus
A new Book Nook is proving popular at Park Campus, with students able to
borrow books and take time out for quiet reading.
Head of Learning and Teaching, K–6, Ms Amy Bibby, said the Book Nook – a boutique
library – was completed in Term 1 thanks to a working bee held by Year 6 Shortland
House students as part of their Service Learning.
It is open most lunchtimes, and provides students with a calm and quiet area to enjoy the
collection of quality literature. A selection of quality texts is also held in each classroom
across K–4, including books that form part of the 2019 Premier’s Reading Challenge.
The Book Nook space is also used for lunchtime clubs and small group projects during
lesson times. “The Book Nook is a great initiative and gives students another incentive to
spend time reading, which is so important,” she said. “Students across all years are really
enjoying spending time in the peaceful environment”. Students can borrow books either
from their class library, or the Book Nook, for a period of two weeks.
Ms Bibby said the development supported best practice, as literature was now positioned
at the core of the Australian Curriculum for English, as well as at the heart of the
NSW English syllabus. It was important for students and teachers to be immersed and
surrounded by quality literature within their classrooms and in the school environment –
rather than just once a week during library borrowing.
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Head Start

on innovative thinking

Students at Park Campus are already on the way to

“As their skills develop, students are being introduced

becoming innovators and problem-solvers, with the

to more advanced concepts of coding through playful

introduction of exciting new opportunities in the

projects and puzzles,” said Dr Waters.

area of STEM – Science, Technology, Engineering and
Mathematics.

Students in Years 3–4 continue to develop these skills,
including using hands-on robotic programmes Dash

NGS has developed a STEM pathway starting from

and Lego WeDo 2.0.

Pre-school and continuing right through to HSC level,
to ensure students are prepared to face the challenges

“They learn block code to manouevre these real,

of a rapidly-changing world.

moving robots that can dance, sing and respond to
their voice and coding commands,” said Dr Waters.

STEM teacher K–6 Dr Katie Waters said coding and
robotics were being taken to a whole new level

In years five and six, students continue to develop their

for Primary students this year with coding classes

skills using coding platforms Tynker and Scratch 3.0

incorporated into the curriculum for all students.

to create short animated story books and to design
simple interactive games. The students transfer their

Students in Years K–2 are exposed to a variety of

skills across to the robotics component, where they

hands-on, unplugged activities that aim to develop

work with “Cue” robots that have highly sophisticated

their computational thinking, problem-solving and

sensory ability, voice, touch and sign recognition.

basic coding skills, including having fun with colourful
robots called Bee Bot, Pro Bot and Dot.

“Students will be encouraged to integrate their
skills across Science, Technology, Engineering and

They also use Kodable and Scratch Jnr programmes to

Mathematics and become empowered to ask the right

develop a deeper understanding of the mathematical

questions, define problems, and design their own

concepts like direction, speed, time and distance, and

solutions by putting scientific discovery into real-life

scientific concepts about light, sensors, acceleration

action,” said Dr Waters.

and sound.
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Secondary School STEM opportunities
Year 7–8
Technology
Maths
Science
Interdisciplinary STEM days
Year 9–10
Mandatory Maths and Science
Elective iSTEM
Industrial Technology – Timber, Information Software
Technology (IST)
Year 11–12
Sciences – Biology, Chemistry, Physics, and
Science Extension in Year 12
Maths – Standard 2, Advanced, Extension 1 and Extension 2
Design and Technology
Software Design and Technology (SDD)
Engineering Studies
Co-curricular - Robotics, Coding and Mechatronics
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AFL Comp
NGS had two Secondary school girls teams in the AFL
NSW/ACT Schools Cup for the first time.
Both teams played hard and tough in the wet
conditions and had a great time playing a sport new
to the NGS Sports programme.

Brass Razoo plays for Rugby fans
The NGS brass band Brass Razoo had an amazing
opportunity to entertain fans at a Super Rugby match
at McDonald Jones Stadium in March.
The band played on the concourse for more than an
hour, as 13,000 fans poured into the Stadium to watch
the NSW Waratahs take on the Japanese Sunwolves.
NGS was also fortunate to receive a donation of
50 tickets to the game, which were distributed to
interested students, including some of the School’s
new Rugby 7s players.

17.

Rugby 7s
NGS students are taking to the field to play Rugby

“Rugby 7s is short, sharp and fast,” he said. “Some

7s against other local schools in a new mid-week

of our players have played rugby before, some might

competition, that could be the first of a range of

have played touch football, and some are playing for

interschool sporting competitions.

the first time.”

Director of Sport Mr Daniel Kozey said NGS had helped

He said the Rugby 7s was the first of what he hoped

to establish the Rugby 7s competition, which involves

would be a range of mid-week interschool sporting

six HRIS schools.

competitions,

with

discussions

underway

about

establishing similar competitions in other sports
Running in Terms 2 and 3, the teams play two games

including basketball.

(seven-a-side, seven-minute halves) on a Wednesday
afternoon or evening each round.

The model aimed to give students the opportunity to
try new sports and join in a school sporting competition

Mr Kozey said there was keen interest from students,

that doesn’t clash with their other sporting or extra-

and the School is fielding boys teams in two divisions

curricular commitments.

(Years 7–8 and Years 9–10). The competition is also
open to girls’ teams but many NGS girls were already

“What we are trying to do in our sports programme is

committed to other winter sports so a team is yet to

to complement what the students are doing in sports

be established.

outside of school, “ Mr Kozey said. “This is an exciting
start, and we hope to take it a lot further.”

Sport Australia research suggested young people were
keen to play modified versions of big field games,
giving them more opportunity to get involved in the
action, he said.

18.

Making an

			 i n s t r u m e n t a l
						 d i f f e r e n c e
Learning music isn’t just about mastering an
instrument or developing the skills to play or
sing a wonderful piece of music.
NGS Director of Music Mr Kevin Young says
there’s a wealth of research about the wideranging benefits of learning music – but it’s the
sense of connection with others that is perhaps
the most important benefit he witnesses among
students playing instruments in the School’s
ensembles or singing in the choirs.
“Connectedness is a big part of what we are
doing through our Music programme,” he says.
“We bring together students from different
years who play all types of music together and
feel a real sense of belonging.”
The Instrumental programme for Years 3–6
introduces NGS students to different instruments,
encouraging them to try woodwind, brass and
strings.
Singing is also an integral part of the Music
programme, with choirs from K–4 that teach
children to sing as a group, to take instructions
from their director and to sing in both unison
and parts.
Mr Young says that when students move to Hill
Campus in Year 5, they have had an “an amazing
journey and experience in singing”.
“This is a very important part of our success from

Benefits of learning a musical instrument
Improving memory
Boosting language and reading skills
Connection with others
Relieving stress
Building confidence
Developing skills of deliberate practice and
persistence
Learning discipline and time management
Enhancing creativity

a music perspective and goes hand-in-hand with
the Instrumental programme.”

Mr Young says that playing music is a brain
training exercise, teaching logical thinking and

Many students go on to join Co-Curricular choirs

complex cognitive skills.

– Grammarphones and Chamber Choir – and

19.

instrumental groups including Concert Band,

It also helps students to develop persistence and

Symphony Orchestra, Stringendo, Brass Razoo

the skills of deliberate practice as they work to

and Bamboozle.

master complex musical pieces.

Research shows that musical training can change

“There so many benefits to learning music,” he

brain structure and function for the better, that

says. “I also see how it reduces students’ stress

learning an instrument can boost language

levels as they just slow down for a bit and focus

and reading skills, and that musicians are more

on playing music.”

mentally alert.

SATU putting students on a

					fast track to vital skills
NGS students are learning vital life skills such as

students the opportunity for growth and development.

leadership and teamwork through the school’s highly

They learn more about themselves and about helping

respected Service and Adventure Training Unit (SATU).

others.”

SATU gives students from Years 7–12 the opportunity

He has seen many students who are quite insecure

to join the Australian Army Cadets and take part in a

when they join SATU, then sees them grow in

programme of adventurous military training.

confidence and resilience, with some becoming
leaders in the School and community.

NGS Director of Operations and SATU Commanding
Officer Captain Duncan McKensey said there were

“It’s about overcoming challenges in a supportive

currently 41 NGS Cadets, with a growing number of

environment,” he said. “I see huge changes in

girls encouraged to join in recent years.

students’ confidence.”

There are no prerequisites to join the Co-Curricular

Appreciating the service of others is also a key tenet

programme, although a love of camping and the

of SATU, and the NGS Cadets played a key role in this

outdoors is beneficial, he said.

year’s Newcastle ANZAC Day March and Civic Park
ANZAC service.

The Cadets gain a range of technical, practical,
personal and organisational skills through regular

Captain McKensey said several former NGS students

training each Monday afternoon, as well as through

have chosen to serve in the armed forces following

four different camps throughout the year.

their time as Cadets. But no matter what future career
direction they choose, he said having been a Cadet

“The cadet values are courage, initiative and

gives them a real advantage in the competitive quest

teamwork,” Captain McKensey said. “SATU gives

for scholarships, university places and jobs.

Cadets meet the challenges of camp
The SATU Cadets put their skills to the test during Annual Field Exercises held at Singleton Army Base in the April school holidays.
Mr McKensey said 28 NGS cadets were among 3000 Army cadets on the Singleton range for the camp which saw them face
challenges to develop skills such as leadership, resilience and teamwork. The cadets, accompanied by Captain McKensey, Mrs
Andrea Ferguson and Mr Adam Clark, camped under hutchies for the week, and took part in activities including negotiating an
infantry obstacle course and weapons simulation training.
“It takes the students out of their comfort zone – they are outside all week and face various challenges, like cooking all
their own food. More importantly, it builds friendships and support networks across year groups,”
Captain McKensey said.
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Swimming
Primary students donned their brightest hats and multicoloured zinc to cheer on their House at the swimming
carnival on 22 February.
Despite a threat of rain, the sun was shining as students from
Years 2–6 competed in a range of 25m and 50m races at
Lambton Pool.
Head of Primary Alicha Dyer said it was wonderful to see
the children supporting each other as they took on new
challenges.
She also thanked the many parents who attended the carnival
and all those who helped make the day a great success.
“We had a fantastic turn out of parents and the children
loved having their mums and dads there to enjoy the day with
them.”
Hunter won the House shield on the day for the third year
running, and also took out the winning position at the
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Secondary swimming carnival.

NGS
Results

The Secondary school carnival was a great success,
with strong student participation and a number or
NGS records falling on the day to:
Tatum Gilmour - 50m Freestyle, 100m Freestyle,
•
200m Freestyle
•
Oscar Jeffery - 50m Backstroke, 50m Butterfly,
200m Freestyle
•
Gabriel Jeffery - 100m Freestyle, 200m Freestyle
200IM
•
Alexander Mackinnon - 200m Individual Medley
•
Ryan Walker - 50m Freestyle, 50m Butterfly,
•
100m Freestyle, 200m Freestyle, 200m IM
•
Bella Williams - 50m Freestyle, 100m Freestyle,
200m Freestyle
•
4x50m Freestyle Relays (Girls new records) Shortland Junior Girls, Macquarie Intermediate
Girls, Shortland Senior Girls
•
4x50m Freestyle Relays (Boys new records) - Tyrrell
Junior Boys, Hunter Senior Boys
Congratulations to the following Primary students who
broke school records:
Taj Williams 8-10 Years 200m IM
•
Bella Irvine 8-10 years 200m IM
•

At the HRIS Championships, our
Primary students went on to place
6th overall in Division 1, while the
NGS Secondary swimming team
came first in Division 1, with 23
secondary students selected to
represent HRIS at the AICES
swimming carnival.
NGS was the 1st ranked school in
swimming at AICES!
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Japan

Language Trip

In April this year, twenty-two students and

Our next stop was Hiroshima. Students spent

three staff spent eleven days in Japan on

time viewing the A-Bomb dome before going to

the Languages Tour. Students from Year 8-12

Sadako’s monument. There we gave a minute’s

undertook a range of experiences that allowed

silence, reflecting on the atrocities of the war

them to use their Japanese skills and to gain

and hope for the future. The Peace Museum

context for their language studies.

certainly made an impact on the group. Some
students spoke with volunteer survivors who

Our first stop was in Tokyo where we visited

explained their personal stories. This was an

Chiba Daiichi High School, an affiliate of Nihon

important, if not difficult, opportunity for our

University (soon to be opening an international

students to connect with global history.

campus in Newcastle CBD). It was exciting to be
welcomed by the Principal Mr Muranaka, and to

From Osaka, we travelled to the island of Shikoku

see the recently built facilities. We look forward

for our school time. We stayed in Imabari, in the

to an ongoing exchange programme with this

Ehime prefecture, and attended three days of

school.

school. Firstly, Sakurai Junior High School, then
Hiyoshi Junior High School and finally, Imabari

Following this, we began our Tokyo tour segment.

Secondary School. Each day, students attended

From the incredible heights of Tokyo Skytree

a variety of lessons, such as maths, science, PE,

and buzz of Harajuku, to the unadulterated joy

Japanese and art. They also served lunches,

of Tokyo Disneyland and the majesty of the Edo

cleaned the school and attended clubs, just as

Museum, students had the opportunity to see all

Japanese students do. Our students had buddies

facets of culture. Japan takes pride in balancing

who took them to classes and showed them how

its rich history with its modern perspectives,

to carry out tasks. Trepidation evaporated quickly

and at every turn students could appreciate the

and was replaced with genuine excitement and

beauty and ingenuity on offer. Tokyo is a mega-

curiosity. Most students have said that of all the

city and our students adapted quickly to moving

activities in the tour, going to school in Japan

swiftly and effectively in public places and on

was the best!

transport.
This in-country experience has allowed students
Day 4 gave the group its first shinkansen (bullet

to put their language skills to work each day in

train) ride, and an unparalleled view of Mount

a sustained way. They understand and respect

Fuji. We travelled to Osaka which would be

the customs and etiquette required, and have

our base for the next few days. From here we

challenged themselves to try new things. Each

travelled firstly to Kyoto, where we saw Kinkakuji

activity demanded resilience, patience and

(the Golden Pavilion) and the centuries old

open-mindedness

Ryoanji Zen temple and rock garden. Students

and communicating as a group was a necessity

marvelled at the contrasting styles of these

and it was heart-warming to see students from

places and clearly enjoyed the serenity after the

different year levels bonding and having fun.

bustle of Tokyo. Next came our Nara day and a

Every student gained confidence and insight as

visit to Todaiji, a stunning temple and the largest

a result of their input. They were outstanding

wooden structure in the world. Deer roam the

ambassadors who reflected our RISE values as

streets and parks and students were quite taken

true global citizens.

to

succeed.

Collaborating

with their friendliness.
Mrs Anna Roberts
Language Teacher
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Opera
				
appreciation
NGS Primary students are developing an appreciation
of all forms of music – including getting a taste of
opera.
Primary Music teacher Miss Jane Parkes said the
travelling Opera Australia production of ‘By The
Light of the Moon’, which is aimed at primary-aged
students, was a highlight of Term 1.
The opera, which is based on the well-loved rhyme,
The Owl and the Pussycat, is supported by a range of
curriculum-based resources.
Miss Parkes said she worked with classes from
Kindergarten through to Year 6 to explore the music
before they saw the performance.
“The curriculum asks that Music programmes cover
composing, performance and listening, and all of that
is built into the education kit,” she said.

NGS graduate wins Opera
Australia scholarship
Promising young opera singer Galatea Kneath, who
graduated from NGS last year, has won a prestigious

The production visits schools around the country,

2019 Opera Australia Regional Student Scholarship.

with NGS Park Campus hosting two performances in

The scholarship programme gives students from

March.

regional areas the opportunity to develop their
musical training with some of Australia’s leading

With beautiful costumes and scenery, and professional

opera professionals.

opera singers performing famous arias in English, the
opera was a hit with students from K–6.

Galatea received a perfect score in HSC Music Extension
last year and is now studying at the Conservatorium of

“They loved it. Students were singing the songs all

Music in Sydney.

over the school,” Miss Parkes said. “They hit the nail
on the head with the material and the lyrics – they

She was one of four Scholarship winners selected

very cleverly turn massive opera hits into cheeky little

from more than 50 finalists who auditioned across the

songs for kids”.

country during Opera Australia’s 2018 National Tour
of Madame Butterfly.
The Scholarship will see her receive a week-long
experience in Sydney, with professional training from
artistic, music, vocal, language and drama coaches, as
well as attending opera performances and spending
time backstage at the Sydney Opera House. The week
culminates with the chance to perform for Opera
Australia’s Artistic Director Lyndon Terracini.
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Heartbeat
I couldn’t see. Only feel, smell and hear. The last rays
of sun on my face were warm, while the wind ran its
fingers through my loose hair lovingly. The salt from
the ocean water peppered my face and lips, the sand
cocooning around my body in an attempt to comfort
me. Occasionally the tide would come up and brush
against my feet and ankles, seeming to ask me if I was
alright, and each time I would smile sadly in response.

Inspiring
new writers

No one really knew about this cove. Only the few
people I had told, obviously, but other than that there
was no one else. Ever since I had last been here with
him, I hadn’t come back - until now. I had longed to
come here after what happened, but each time just
before I went to dive in, the memories washed over
me, drowning me, choking me of breath. I had bolted
away that day after what happened, unable to stem

NGS students have a new outlet for their
creativity, with the launch of the Co-curricular
Creative Writing programme this year.
English and History teacher Michael Fiddian,
whose passion is creative writing, proposed the
new programme and students were keen to sign
up.

fortnightly in Terms 1 and 2.

No matter how hard I tried, I was never able to
escape the memories. But now for some reason, the
memories came without any emotion or feeling other
than a sad sort of happiness. A buzz came from the
pile of clothes an arms reach away from me, and my

learning

about

writing

retrieve the demanding object. Three missed calls,
eight texts – three of which were voicemail. All from
the same person. I stared numbly at my phone as it

techniques

including character development and dialogue,
the students put pen to paper to try different
writing styles.
“The new HSC has a focus on writing, so this is
a great way for students to develop their skills,”
said Mr Fiddian.
He encouraged the students to prepare pieces
to enter into a range of writing competitions
throughout the year.
Year 6 student Mia Kearney says she has
been learning lots in the creative writing
programme.
“I’m enjoying it a lot. They are teaching
really useful skills, like using plot twists
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path - and time and time again I had run away.

swimmers whispered against my skin as I moved to

The first course for students from Years 5–10 ran

After

the tears. Time and time again, I had repeated this

and onomatopoeia. We do some writing in
class and then can add to it at home.”

began to ring again, not moving to answer the call.
After the call timed out, I quickly unlocked my phone
and briefly read over the texts.
Alexander: Hey…
Alexander: You seemed different today, and I guess I just
wanted to see if you were okay... so I guess... is everything
okay?
The time showed that five minutes after, they had texted
again.
Alexander: Katie? You might be busy right now, but could you
text me to show me you got these?
Three minutes.
Alexander: I’m starting to freak out...
Alexander: Please Katie, answer me...
A new text came in, making my heart skip a beat.
Alexander: I’m coming. I have a feeling I know where you are.

My heart began pounding unevenly, and I typed back
a response.
Kate: Don’t. I’m safe, and away from harm. You don’t need to
start worrying about me now.

t

He didn’t reply, and a deep instinctual feeling told me

He flinched, and I closed my eyes, unwilling to show

that he would come no matter what. I sighed. Stubborn

my regret.

idiot. A far off splash that echoed slightly louder off the
cave walls snared my attention, making me rise from
my sitting position. I quickly kicked some sand over
where I had sat, and stuffed my clothes and phone into
a little hole in the rock wall before sneaking into the
denser shadows in the water. Keeping low in a crouch,
the freezing water nearly seemed understanding of my
emotions. A few heartbeats later, and a familiar form
broke the waters surface.
“Kate?” My heart began to break even further at the
sound of his voice. “Katie, are you here?”
I stayed silent, afraid of what might happen if I revealed
myself. He walked gingerly up onto the bank, right
where I had sat moments ago. He sighed.
“I know you’re here, Katie.” He said softly, exactly like how he
used to speak to me. My eyes prickled - from the salt water, I
scolded myself. “Please, Katie. Please come out.”

“You did.” I reopened my eyes, staying silent as
I looked slightly over his shoulder instead of his pained blue
eyes. “Katie, please. I’m sorry about everything. I’m sorry for
running away, breaking and hurting you, for leaving you, for
turning away when you needed me most. Everything I did,
I’m sorry.”
“Is that why you came here?” I whispered, my voice
dangerously quiet. He stepped away as he saw my blazing
eyes. “To apologise? Now?”
“Katie -”
“No.” I snarled. “You don’t call me that. You had your chances.
You had plenty of time before now to apologise, but you did
nothing.”

I couldn’t help the anger, it seemed like I was almost
watching from a distance as he flinched with each
word. My heart cried for me to stop, but I couldn’t
control it.
“Kate, you’re right. I did have chances before now. I did have
time before. But each time, I never had the balls to tell you.
I’m sorry I was never strong, or brave enough to apologise to
you, but please hear me out. Please let me back in.” His voice
cracked from emotion, and to my horror, tears sprang to his
eyes. “I never deserved you, Katie. But please, give me one
more chance. Please don’t block me out anymore.”

Feeling around for a stone or two under the water, I

Without emotion, I looked at him for a few long

found three and silently half stood without disturbing

moments, dragging it out for him. My voice was

the water. He stood on the bank, scanning around

hoarse, void of emotion as I whispered one word.

for me. Taking a breath, I threw each of the stones

“No.”

separately into separate areas, one second between
each plop as they landed. In the faint twilight light

Alexander, my ex-boyfriend, fell to his knees as his legs

coming through the mouth of the cave, I saw a small

gave out from beneath him, and I turned my back on

smile play over his mouth before he closed his eyes

his pain-filled eyes. I dove under the water, not looking

and turned towards the water.

back, or caring about my phone and clothes back
there. I just had to get out, get away before I ran back

I submerged myself entirely under the water, and

to him crying. I had to leave.

swam towards him like a fish. When I popped my head
up to get some air, I looked around and saw that he

One thought occurred to me, a small flicker of a memory

hadn’t heard me move at all. Slowly moving towards

coming to life slightly, as I was swimming away. With

him, I stood around mid-thigh deep in water until

a bittersweet smile, I let the tears go, letting them mix

finally deciding to make a sound.

into the salt water that was carrying me away from
the male I had once loved. Happy what would have

“I’m here.”

potentially been our six month anniversary, Alexander.

His blue eyes opened, and they instantly met my

As I continued to swim away, a sort of depressed

lightning blue-grey ones.

calmness overtook me, and deep within my heart and

“You’re here.” He whispered, a small muscle flickered at the
corner of his mouth and I caught the small relieved smile that
he tried and failed to hide. “I was beginning to think you
weren’t.”
I stared at him, emotionless. “What do you want?”
“Did you get my texts?”
“Texts?” I feinted oblivion, hoping he would believe it. He did.
“I texted and called you a few times. I was worried.”
“You certainly weren’t a few months ago.” I couldn’t hold

soul, the last light within me broke - extinguishing the
flame forever.
By Emily Keane
Year 10

back the half snarl. “What changed?”
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The Anniversary
Our small cab rattled as the horse clopped along
the gravel road. The knots in the pit of my stomach
twisted uncomfortably as I took a deep breath.
Today was my first day at boarding school and I was
trembling with nerves. I leaned towards the window
and stared outside to take my mind off my shuddering
thoughts. Water was sprinkled across the window and
the ground outside was damp. Dark clouds crowded
the sky, making me feel small and insignificant.
“Sit up straight and stop slouching,” my mother said sternly.

“Today, the 22nd of July 1918, marks the opening of Newcastle
Church of England Grammar School for Girls. It is delightful to
see 56 girls here today. You are about to begin a wonderful
journey of new opportunities.”

We were quickly directed to stand in a straight line.
Miss Lawrence walked with importance past my new
peers and pinned a school badge on each of them.
When she came to me, she held my gaze and suddenly
I felt the great significance of this occasion. Her stare
softened and I could feel that she sensed the fear in
my shaking body. Her eyes stayed locked on mine as
she reached deep into her pocket, finding the badge

“I just know you’ll do us proud, Catherine,” my father grinned

that was soon to be on my collar. As she attached it,

and looked at me, his blue eyes filled with expectation.

she whispered, “This one is especially for you, Catherine.”

We came to an abrupt stop, right in front of the place
that would soon be my new home.
There were many horse-drawn cabs lined up next to
ours, with one motor vehicle amongst them all. My
father helped me down onto the path. A two storey
building towered above us, blocking the sun and I
squinted to see a tall, sophisticated lady standing
on the verandah. I tugged on my pleated pinafore
nervously while my navy ribbons fluttered around in
the wind like the butterflies in my stomach.
My trance was disrupted when some giggling girls
skipped by. I smiled shyly and suddenly I felt my father
nudging me towards them. My parents wished me
well and quickly disappeared, leaving me with the
unknown.

I nodded and we made our way

through the front gates and along a brick path. Soon,
we found ourselves amongst a large group of girls in
what looked like a hall. Once the room was quiet, the
lady from the verandah spoke with authority.
“I would like to welcome you all to your very first day of
school. My name is Miss Lawrence. I’m the Headmistress here
and I am looking forward to meeting you all,” the lady said,
warmly.

calmed. My insecurities and self-doubt were instantly
replaced by a wave of curiosity.
The ceremony ended quickly and questions clouded
my mind like darkness encroaching on a stormy day.
As everyone bustled out of the hall, I lost sight of my
new friends. I unexpectedly felt very disoriented and
my fear returned. Rushing down the empty corridors,
I struggled to find my first lesson. I unconsciously
reached up to fiddle with the badge on my collar,
wanting to feel reassurance again. My other hand
brushed against a cold door knob and I turned it
slowly, not even knowing if this was the right room.
With my heart in my throat, I pushed the door open. A
blinding light splashed out into the corridor. Squinting,
I walked carefully into the room. Suddenly, I felt my

“Hi!” a girl with pigtails said excitedly. “Would you like
to come in with us?”

As soon as the clasp was fixed, the nerves in my body

body being pulled downwards. I tried to scream but
my voice just got caught in my throat. I finally hit the
ground with a thud. Groaning, I tried to stand up
and make sense of my surroundings. The room had
tall benches with stools and white circular tables with
unusual grey chairs. There were moving pictures on
one wall which I found confusing. While I was trying
to process everything, I realised that I wasn’t alone.
A whole class of children was staring at me, some
covering their mouths. The adult at the front of the
room looked stunned. I looked closely at all of their
faces and realised there weren’t just girls in the room,
there were boys as well. I felt so scared and confused.
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“Um…w-where am I-I? W-what school is this?” I stuttered,
turning to one of the girls sitting at a bench.

“Um, this is Newcastle Grammar School,” the girl said,
furrowing her eyebrows.

I unknowingly rubbed and twisted my badge and the

“I think you’re in the wrong school. Which school are you
from?” someone called out from the back of the classroom.

pushed against me and I felt the urge to scream again.

“I’m from Newcastle Church of England Grammar School for
Girls,” I said, my voice wavering slightly.
“Wait! That’s what this school was called…. one hundred
years ago…” the teacher’s voice trailed off.

Dread filled my stomach and I could feel tears stinging
my eyes.
“What is the date today?” I asked, not really wanting to hear
the answer.
“It’s the 22nd of July 2018. Today is Founder’s Day and we
were just heading off to the Cathedral for a Eucharist,” the
teacher said distantly. “You may as well come with us until we
can sort out your... um… predicament.”

A kind looking girl grabbed my arm and quickly led
me out. When we left the room, nothing was as it
was before. My confusion transformed into utter
amazement when I was confronted with the multitude
of buildings and the maze-like paths. In amongst the

falling sensation and bright light returned. Air rapidly
I landed abruptly in the same corridor I had been in
before. I felt a presence above me. I cautiously stood
up and my eyes met Miss Lawrance’s gentle stare. She
smiled knowingly at me and placed her hand lightly on
my shoulder.
“Welcome back to 1918, Catherine,” she said softly. “I hope you
now understand that you are an important part of our school
and I hope you are feeling more confident,” she paused and
pulled another badge out of her pocket. “Here is your proper
badge.” She unpinned the badge on my collar and clasped the
new one on. “I hope that you will stay here,” she said, smiling
warmly.
“I will,” I said smiling back at her. “Thank you, Miss Lawrence.”

With renewed confidence and purpose, I turned and
walked away. The captain’s words echoed clearly in my
mind: bravery, leadership and vision.
By Alessandra Martinelli
Year 8

masses of children, moving like a wave in the same
direction, there were adults wearing long black gowns
with coloured hoods. Some children stopped to take
drinks from water that spurted out from large boxes
while others hurriedly jammed books into cupboardlike structures.
Before I knew it, we came to a road. I couldn’t believe
the sound that first greeted me. There were many
unusual-looking motor vehicles, stopped at the sides
of the road and some even stopped at the white lines
in front of me. We were swiftly guided across the
road and we found our seats in the Cathedral. A girl
who looked like she could be the school captain stood
at the front, waiting patiently for everyone to settle
down.
“On the 22nd of July, 100 years ago, Newcastle Grammar
School opened as an all girls boarding school,” her voice
echoed throughout the Cathedral. “This school has not only
grown and changed over that time, it has certainly flourished.
The students of today are so fortunate that our founders
had such strong visions and aspirations. Without them, we
wouldn’t have the solid first stepping stones that began
the path towards this amazing school. We should always
remember and be thankful for their bravery, leadership and
visions,” she said with confidence.

Headmistress, Miss Lawrence

All of a sudden, the realisation hit me like a lightning
bolt. The future of this school depends on its founders
and I am one of those founders. Without warning,
I stood up and dashed out of the Cathedral. I felt
bewildered as the captain’s words swirled in my head.
Alessandra Martinelli
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To book the ‘Back to School Day and/or Reunions
go to www.ngs.nsw.edu.au/events
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Alumni News
NGS instilled a strong sense of community: MP Andrew Gee
Federal MP Andrew Gee and former NGS School Captain urges today’s
students to make the most of every opportunity – a philosophy that
has seen him forge a career spanning business, law and politics.
“I look back on my days at NGS and I think not only did it give me
a good solid academic foundation, but it gave me a good social
grounding – not only for life ahead but also for challenges ahead.”
He was appointed School Captain in his final year, 1986. While
he didn’t see it as a big deal at the time, he looks back on it as a
formative experience.
But Mr Gee says it was his NGS history teacher Patricia Forsythe –
who was recently appointed Australia’s High Commissioner to New
Zealand – who first steered him towards politics.
“She was especially influential in my final years,” he says. “She gave
me really important guidance on courses and university, and pointed
me towards politics.”
After school, he studied Economics and Law at the University of
Sydney before setting up a business in Hong Kong with his brothers.
He returned to Australia in 1999, and practised as a barrister in
Sydney, before moving to Orange in Central West NSW in 2005 with
his wife Christina and four children.
He joined the local branch of the National Party and the Lions Club
to get involved in his new community. That led to his first foray into
politics. After the local State member for Orange retired, Mr Gee was
pre-selected to stand for the Nationals and won the seat in the 2011
State Election.
In 2016, he put his hat in the ring for the Federal seat of Calare and
won pre-selection. He successfully held the seat for the Nationals,
and is now set to serve a second term after winning the seat again in
the May Federal Election. Mr Gee urges today’s NGS students to be
open to opportunities.
“Sometimes opportunities come up and it may not be the perfect
time to seize them, but if you have a go, you may be surprised where
the opportunities can take you,” he says.
Mr Gee remains in close contact with several of his former classmates,
and says he often hears about inspiring NGS graduates.
“I think the School can take some pride in that it has produced
graduates who have gone on to make positive contributions to
communities all over Australia and all over the world. “
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Alumni News
Former NGS teacher appointed High Commissioner to New Zealand
A former NGS history teacher, the Hon Patricia Forsythe AM, has
been appointed as Australia’s High Commissioner to New Zealand
following a career spanning education, politics and business.
Ms Forsythe grew up in Newcastle and studied at the University
of Newcastle, before teaching senior Modern History at NGS from
1983–86.
“I had some outstanding students some who stayed in touch for
many years,” she says. That included Federal MP Andrew Gee, who
she coached in Mock Trials.
Ms Forsythe went on to have a distinguished political career as a
member of the NSW Legislative Council from 1991–2006. She was
Executive Director of the NSW Business Chamber for 12 years, as well
as serving on the boards of many high profile organisations.
In March, Minister for Foreign Affairs Senator Marise Payne announced
the appointment of Ms Forsythe to the position of High Commissioner
to New Zealand.
Ms Forsythe said her good HSC results were in marked contrast to her
earlier school results, so her message to today’s students was “never
give up”.
“Being a diplomat, or indeed a parliamentarian, is a long distance
from my first career as a teacher but in each career I have been able
to build on past experience,” she said.
“I have always been engaged in activities such as volunteer work well
beyond my job which has extended my CV and grown both my skills
and my network, which can be helpful in opening doors to future
opportunities.”
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NGS Community News
It’s an exciting time to be at Newcastle Grammar School, I feel privileged to be
involved with the growth of the School through our Alumni and NGS Community
networks.
We have many plans to realise over the duration of the new strategic plan. With
new events, reunions, networking and fostering an inclusive environment with our
NGS community, I look forward to what lies ahead and would love to see as many
of our Alumni and NGS families be a part of this journey in some way.
It is really exciting to be holding a ‘Back to School’ day for all Alumni each year
with our first event to be held in August. Our reunions are planned for the same
day so that we can maximise the time and expense for the many Alumni who are
travelling to attend and catch up with old friends.

Clare Lacey

Thank you to the many Alumni who have contacted me to update details and
who have booked to attend events so far. I would love your feedback on what you
would like to see in the Spectemur magazine.

Head of Community Relations

If you would like to be included in networking, events or show your support for
the School, please send your details to clare.lacey@ngs.nsw.edu.au.

Award for young cellists launched in memory of Wendy Ireland
A new award for young cellists is carrying on the legacy of former
NGS Director of Strings Wendy Ireland, by fostering the talent of
promising musicians.
Ms Ireland, a cellist, composer and leading Australian strings teacher,
passed away last year. She was the first Director of Strings at NGS in
the early 2000s and developed the School’s strings music programme,
which continues to thrive today.
NGS Accompanist Mr Michael Power said the annual Wendy Ireland
Award for young cellists was created by the Newcastle branch of
the Music Teachers’ Association of NSW to recognise Wendy’s
contribution to music and education.
It was open to cellists under the age of 18 across NSW and held at
the Newcastle Conservatorium of Music, with a $500 prize for the
winner.
“Wendy devoted most of her time to the education of young
musicians and this is a way to honour her memory,” Mr Power
said. Ms Rose Saunders, who was formerly NGS Head of Music and
worked alongside Ms Ireland, said she was a consummate musician.
“As a string player, she had an incredibly fine ear and absolute joy
and passion for her repertoire,” Ms Saunders said.
“The award acknowledged the many students Ms Ireland taught
who had gone on to pursue their love of music, including several
who were now in significant music positions and orchestras around
the world”.

Award winners
The inaugural Wendy Ireland
Award recital was held on 25
May, attracting six promising
young cellists. Adjudicator
Elizabeth Holowell, former
Head of Strings from the
Conservatorium, awarded first
prize to Gabrielle Zhang. NGS
student Tobias Reimann was
Highly Commended.
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Mother’s Day
Our first annual NGS Mother’s Day luncheon was held

Thank you to our sponsors and all the wonderful women

at the Newcastle Club on the 5 May 2019.

who attended!

Ladies enjoyed a champagne as guest speaker
Bernadette O’Connor spoke of what it means to be
a woman, mother and have a career. Her speech was
clear ‘don’t be hard on yourself’, ‘you can say no to
things’ and ‘you don’t have to do it all’.

Our Special Guest Speaker
Bernadette O’Connor

Bernadette is a powerful storyteller, she has the skill of a lyricist. Her luminous
threads from the first word to the last draw her readers into a transformative
immersion within the pages. She has an innate knowing of how to work with
the vibration of words, to reach the hearts and minds of her audience.
Her colourful, diverse and curious nature is expressed through her narrative:
the elements of the craft entwined with her ability to write from a conscious
place, is a powerful combination.
Bernadette writes to create change, to inspire, to grow the spirit, and invites
you into a literary world where you experience life from a new perspective; with
a greater vision exploring life from an expansive viewpoint.
Words are a powerful connector for her, the golden threads of wisdom she
weaves richly and profoundly through her writing connect her to a wide
audience: she conveys her messages through a higher vibration that works
magically on the reader.

The luncheon was a way for parents, grandmothers
and friends to connect, unwind and enjoy themselves.
‘Beneath the Veil’

Money raised during the event went towards housing
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for our Vietnam project families.

A big thank you to ALL our sponsors!

ALL WELCOME

A fabulously fun day
out with our
NGS Community.
RAFFLES
GAMES
PRIZES

2019

SAVE
THE

DATE

Friday, 6 September 2019
Sponsorship Opportunities Available
please contact clare.lacey@ngs.nsw.edu.au for details

ALUMNI

Kate Ettlin
Class of 1997

Then
“Some of my best memories from NGS are with
the SATU Unit and the leadership experiences”

NOW
Kate lives in remote Tasmania, as an elected
member of her local council and is involved in
economic development, education and training.

Every Face Matters
Past - Present - Future

Hill Campus

Park Campus

Email
office@ngs.nsw.edu.au

Website
www.ngs.nsw.edu.au

Cnr Church & Newcomen Street
Newcastle NSW 2300
T (02) 4929 5811

Cnr Union Street & Parkway Avenue
Cooks Hill NSW 2300
T (02) 4925 2121

